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To the Health Minister, 

We are writing this letter In response to the blatant disregard by the Health Minister for the Nursing 

Home Attendants. In case you do not know who we are, well, let us educate you. 

Just like the RNs and the LPNs that you have so thoughtfully recognized and handsomely rewarded, 

NHAs are part of the NURSING CARE TEAM. We do not just work side by side with the registered staff, 

but we work front and center as well. In fact, we provide the majority of the direct and personal ca re 
that clients/ patients get. With the exception of some specific tasks like administering some drugs, etc, 

we basically do everything else that RNs and LPNs are doing every single day and then some more- way, 

way more. 

As you're obviously not aware, at the height of the pandemic, us NHAs also risked our lives while caring 

for our clients. A lot of us had covid multiple times while providing hands on care. To say that those 

were very challenging times Is a great understatement, but we knew that our clients needed us then 

more than ever. 

We would like to remind you that the NHAs did not work on the sidelines of the pandemic. We were at 
the very front, like we always have. 

For your information, the NURSING TEAM Is comprised of either LPNs or RNs and the Nursing Home 

Attendants. The TEAM would not be complete without NHAs. In fact, not to diminish what the 

registered staff does, but you only need very few of them for a facility to run smoothly, as long as you 

have enough NHAs. 

This is not about money. But when the amounts involved are $15,000 and $8,000 versus $0, ZERO 
DOLLARS, is just beyond appalling! This Is more than a slap on our faces and a kick on our already 
abused backs. This Is why we are beyond hurt that we have been conveniently left out and rudely 

ignored. 

You may cite the education process that the RNs and LPNs went through compared to NHAs as basis for 
your decision to leave us out of the Retention bonus. May we remind you that we also went to school 

for this I We worked hard academically, spent time and a lot of money to be where we are now. Some us 

actually have even more education than some registered staff. 

Or maybe you will say that you are doing this to address the nursing shortage in the territory. Well, we 
are sure that every faclllty In the territory would tell you that they have constantly been experiencing a 

shortage of NHAs, especially during the height of the pandemic. 

This is one of the very rare cases when your "thank you" and "sorry" just won't be enough. To deny us 

NHAs the Retention Bonus that our CO-MEMBERS in the Nursing Team have enjoyed over the years is 

just unacceptable. The morale among all NHAs is at the lowest It has ever been right now. You treated 

us like we do not matter and are Invisible. We are hurt, disheartened, Insulted and angry. 

We encourage the Health Minister to put your words Into action. Show us that you actually understand 

and appreciate what we do. We are part of the Nursing Team. We are important. We need to be seen 
and heard. 
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